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as we mentioned above, this latest update has also added a number of
new features to the game. the first is a new ui, which is similar to metro:
last light. it provides you with quick access to all of your game settings.
other new features include a new character model for the protagonist, a

new weapon and armor set, a new shotgun, a new grenade, new
commands for the game console (like saving and loading) and more. we've

updated ansel for the pc, and also removed denuvo from metro exodus.
this includes removal of denuvo for all metro exodus patch notes (pdf).

denuvo was causing frame rate issues to players and was preventing the
game from being playable. we hope to release more information soon,
stay tuned for updates! we're working on a fix for the issue that some

people are encountering where the denuvo license is being rejected. we
know that a lot of you are eager to get playing metro exodus, and we hope
to have it fixed soon! we've deployed a hotfix for metro exodus to address
the crash issues that some users were experiencing. note that this hotfix
may not be required if your game is already running in the background. if
you're experiencing these issues, please restart your game and try again.
we've deployed a hotfix for metro exodus and it should address the crash
issues that some users are experiencing. note that this hotfix may not be

required if your game is already running in the background. if you're
experiencing these issues, please restart your game and try again. the

windows store will soon remove the metro exodus app from its list of apps
and games, and it will no longer be available for download. however, the
game will remain available for download from the epic games store in the

coming months.
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Deep Silver also announced pre-order bonuses. Players who pre-order
Metro Exodus will get a free 4K playable build of the game on day one.

Further, all players who pre-order the game for PS4 will receive the
S.T.A.L.K.E.R. 2: Legacy of the First War, the first of its kind, exclusive

Moscow DLC, 10 Minutes of Moscow gameplay, 10 minutes photo mode,
Season Pass, Steam Trading Cards, War Metal and Twin Blades. PC pre-

orders will get the Weekend Update, the Yuri's Quest Pack, the
Wasteland DLC, 10 Minutes of Moscow gameplay, Season Pass and

Twin Blades. The launch of the expansion was well timed, as the game
launched this week on Steam and you can pick up the game for PC at a

discount. Metro Exodus is a good game, and luckily for us, many
patches came on the way, adding to the game experience. Despite

these additions, the game is not quite as open-ended as S.T.A.L.K.E.R.,
with which it shares many aesthetics and mechanics. In the end, it is a
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S.T.A.L.K.E.R.-style game where you start at the end of the Metro line
and you have to survive your way through it and the additional

elements to reach the game's end. The game features an extensive,
open-world version of Moscow. Unlike the previous games in the Metro
series, Exodus includes many missions set inside the Moscow subway
system. These missions are connected to the main story, creating a

sense of narrative continuity. Exodus was a sequel to the game
S.T.A.L.K.E.R. using the same engine. Despite Exodus' differences, the

game includes many elements that reminded fans of the earlier
experience, such as the locomotive handling system. The Metro

transportation used in Exodus can be split into three sub-elements:
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